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We describe the use of slow highly charged ions as a simple tool for the fabrication of nanopores
with well-defined diameters typically between 10 and 20 nm in freestanding, 1 nm thick carbon
nanomembranes (CNMs). When CNMs are exposed to a flux of highly charged ions, for example
Xe40!, each individual ion creates a circular nanopore, the size of which depends on the kinetic
and potential energy of the impinging ion. The controlled fabrication of nanopores with a uniform
size opens a path for the application of CNM based filters in nanobiotechnology.VC 2013 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4792511]

Research on nanolayers, i.e., extremely thin films with a
thickness below 10 nm, is a fast growing area within nano-
science and technology. Ignited by the discovery of gra-
phene, which is—most likely—the thinnest mechanically
stable two-dimensional material, engineered nanolayers
currently receive an enormous attention, and a variety of
two-dimensional nanostructures are currently developed and
tested. Among them, carbon nanomembranes (CNMs) made
from self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)1 play a prominent
role as they provide a modular construction system for
diverse types of membranes.2 CNMs are functional two-
dimensional carbon materials; their thickness and other prop-
erties can be exactly tailored by an appropriate choice of the
molecular precursors and the fabrication conditions. CNMs
are made by radiation-induced cross-linking of surface
bound self-assembled monolayers of aromatic molecules.
The resulting two-dimensional polymeric film is then
released from the substrate, cf. Fig. 1(a), and transferred
onto arbitrary locations. CNMs show a high mechanical sta-
bility and can withstand pressures of up to "1 bar3,4 and can
be freely suspended over openings and gaps that are more
than 100 lm wide.5,6 Fig. 1(b) shows a Helium ion micros-
copy (HIM) image of a 1 nm thick CNM that has been trans-
ferred onto a copper grid with hexagonal openings of
"60 lm width. Note that the free-standing CNM uniformly
covers the entire grid, and that only one “membrane defect”
is found in the lower part of the image (see arrow); here, a
rupture in the CNM leaves an opening partly covered, which
can act as a guide to the eye that nicely demonstrates the uni-
formity of this CNM. Fig 1(c) shows a higher magnification
HIM image of a copper mesh covered by a CNM. Here, the
CNM almost looks like “plastic foil” wrapped over a hexag-
onal copper rim. It can be stated that this intuitive picture of
a CNM as a “nanoscale saran wrap” is quite reasonable;

mechanical tests yielded a Young modulus of about 10GPa,
i.e., a typical value for polymer films.

CNMs share some similarity with graphene, as they are
extremely thin carbon ("1 nm). However, in contrast to gra-
phene, their surfaces can be easily chemically modified by
chemical lithography7 to produce functional 2D materials.
The surfaces of CNMs can be engineered with complex
architectures, such as patterns of proteins,8 dyes,9,10 or poly-
mer brushes.11,12 These customized CNMs have been used
as microscopy supports,5 nanosieves,13 “Janus” mem-
branes,10 and layered structures.14 Combining tailored
CNMs with other different types of nanomembranes (gra-
phene, sieves, and SiN) opens a path to engineer functional
nanolayers for electronic, optical, lab-on-a-chip, and micro-/
nanomechanical (MEMS/NEMS) devices.

In this work, we explore the perforation of CNMs with
pores of uniform sizes, so they can be applied as sieves or fil-
ters. We use highly charged ions (HCI), i.e., atoms where the
electrons are almost completely stripped resulting in positive
ions with an electric charge q between 20! and 40! as a
tool for pore fabrication. Studies on the interaction of slow
(v < vBohr, Ekin in the keV range) HCI have been performed
with a broad range of materials in recent years.15,16 A partic-
ularly strong interest in the utilization of slow HCI as projec-
tiles impacting solid surfaces has arisen from the distinct
advantage that energy deposition and associated defect for-
mation is limited to the topmost atomic layers. This is in
stark contrast to the damage cascade initiated by swift
(MeV–GeV) heavy ions. Here, a possible nanostructure for-
mation at the surface is always accompanied by the forma-
tion of tracks, which can reach several hundreds of nm deep
into the solid.16,17

For individual slow HCI, it has been found that their
high potential energy alone, i.e., the sum of the binding ener-
gies of all missing electrons, can be sufficient to cause per-
manent damage on some materials, for example, nanosizeda)e-mail: aumayr@iap.tuwien.ac.at.
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hillocks on a CaF2 surface.
18 In this case, even approaching

zero kinetic energy, every single ion produces a hillock, if
the ion’s potential energy exceeds a certain threshold value.
In the case of CaF2, this threshold could be linked to a solid-
liquid phase transition. The existence of potential energy
thresholds, above which observable topographic modifica-
tions can be achieved, seems to be a more general feature in
slow HCI—solid interaction. Even so, latent material dam-
age can set in at much lower potential energies. Recent stud-
ies on CaF2

19 and BaF2
20 show that areas structurally

weakened by sub-threshold ion bombardment can be
revealed in the form of triangular19 or pyramidal20 pits by
exposure to a chemical etchant.

The appearance of nanostructures induced by slow HCI
depends on the target material properties and, as a conse-
quence thereof, on how energy is dissipated in the surface-
near region. So far, the found spectrum ranges from hillocks
(CaF2

18 and SrTiO3
21), pits, or craters (KBr,22 PMMA,23 and

Si24), to caldera-type structures (TiO2
25) and regions of

enhanced friction (HOPG26 and mica27).
In the following, we present investigations on the effect

of slow HCI irradiation on CNMs. Although, coming from a
very different starting point as compared to a solid bulk ma-
terial, we find that single slow HCI, because of their very
localized energy deposition, are able to produce nanosized
pores in the membranes, without creating further visible
damage. Our results indicate that the pore size can be tuned
(increased) with the potential energy, but also depends on
the kinetic energy of the impacting ions.

For the irradiation of the CNMs, a source of the Dresden
EBIT28 (electron beam ion trap) type, located at Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), was employed, able
to deliver Xeq! ions in charge states of up to q# 40. The
projectile ions could be extracted at voltages varying from
4500V (no deceleration) down to below 100V after passing
a two-stage deceleration system.

Up to 4 CNMs (produced from biphenylthiol (BPT) and
suspended on copper grids with a mesh width of 60 lm,

purchased from CNM Technologies (Bielefeld, Germany))
at once were transferred to the target chamber in a standard
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) holder and irradiated
under normal incidence with charge states 20 $ q $ 40 at
varying kinetic energies (20–1400 eV/amu) and fluences
(109–1010 ions/cm2). After the irradiation procedure and
with no further treatment, all CNMs were either immediately
transferred to a transmission electron microscope (TEM) at
HZDR (FEI TITAN 80-300 with image correction, 300 keV
electron energy) or investigated at USTEM TU Wien (FEI
TECNAI F20, 200 keV electron energy). TEM images of
irradiated CNMs (see, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) and insets in
Fig. 3) clearly show that pores have been formed as a result
of individual ion impact events. The respective number den-
sities of found pores are in excellent agreement with the
applied fluences, i.e., practically every individual slow HCI
has left behind a pore on its passage through the membrane.
Our TEM investigations show that for all employed combi-
nations of potential energy (ion charge state) and kinetic
energy, pores are formed in the membranes if the charge
state exceeds 25!. Two irradiations with Xe21! ions per-
formed with both highest and lowest possible kinetic ener-
gies as well as irradiations with Xe projectiles in lower
charge states did not yield any evidence for pore formation,
indicating that a minimum potential energy (threshold) is
necessary to achieve such. After the first observation of pores
with TEM, a number of other microscopy techniques were
employed (see, Fig. 2) to image ion-induced pores: HIM
images of selected samples (Xe40!, Ekin# 180 keV, Fig. 2(a)
and Xe40!, Ekin# 4 keV, Fig. 2(b)) were taken at the Uni-
versit!at Bielefeld using a Zeiss Orion Plus Helium Ion
Microscope (35.7 kV He ion current of 0.5 pA). SEM images
of a single sample (Xe40!, Ekin# 12 keV, Figs. 2(e) and 2(f))
were taken at USTEM TU Wien with a FEI QANTA 200
FEG. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of selected
samples (Xe35!, Ekin# 12 keV, Figs. 2(g) and 2(h) and
Xe40!, Ekin# 40 keV) were recorded at IAP TU Wien with a
CYPHER AFM (Asylum Research) operated under ambient
conditions in intermittent contact mode with commercially
available silicon cantilevers with a supersharp diamond-like
carbon tip (nominal tip radius of 1 nm). Image display was
performed with the WSXM software.29

For the determination of the potential energy depend-
ence of the pore size, a series of irradiations (Xeq!, q# 20,
25, 30, 35, and 40) was performed at a fixed kinetic energy
(40 keV) for the impacting ions. For the acquisition of the
size distribution of pores formed in CNMs, TEM images
(since they were available for all charge states and offer high
resolution) were displayed in IMAGEJ

30 and analyzed accord-
ing to the following procedure: Pores in the images were
magnified, marked, and subsequently analyzed regarding
their area distribution with an automatic particle analysis.
The mean diameter was then deducted assuming a circular
shape for each imaged pore.

Our results give a strong indication for an increase of
pore size with increasing potential energy (see, Fig. 3), apart
from an apparent dip in the Xe35! case. This dip has been
reproduced in a second experiment and, for the moment, can
be attributed to an inverse kinetic energy dependence in com-
parison to other charge states investigated in this study. While

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of CNM fabrication: a SAM of aromatic molecules,
here biphenyls, is formed on a surface and cross-linked by radiation. After
the supporting substrate is dissolved, a CNM with the thickness of the mono-
layer, here 1 nm, is generated and transferred onto a metal grid. (b) HIM
image of a CNM that is placed free-standing on a Cu grid with hexagonal
60lm wide meshes. (c) High magnification HIM image showing a CNM
suspending over an opening in the Cu grid.
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the average pore size produced by an ion of a given charge
state (e.g., Xe30! and Xe40!) tends to increase when the ki-
netic energy is raised, the opposite trend is observed for Xe35!

ions, i.e., slower ions induce larger pores. Thorough studies on
the effect of kinetic energy variations are currently underway.

Comparing the above-described method to produce per-
forated CNMs with other schemes of nanopore fabrication, it
becomes clear that highly charged ions are a very versatile

drilling tool for ultra thin membranes. Basically, the mem-
brane needs only be placed in the path of the ion and the ion
produces a circular pore upon impact whose diameter is
defined within a few nanometers. Neither resist material nor
development steps are needed. Other CNM perforation pro-
cedures like EUV-interference lithography13 have the draw-
back that they only work when the monolayer is still on a
supporting substrate and need to be transferred to the desired
location, while the HCI patterning can basically be per-
formed in situ. Compared to conventional ion-induced dril-
ling methods, like focused ion beam lithography (FIB) with
Ga, Ne, or He ions, HCI patterning has the further advantage
that each single impact produces one nanopore. In Helium
ion beam lithography, for example, it was shown that the
impact of about 100 He ions per square Å is not sufficient to
mill away a freely suspended graphene membrane.31 Further-
more, for reasonable exposure times, a much higher pore
density (typically 109–1010/cm2) can be achieved with slow
HCI as compared to a FIB.

The formation of nanopores in CNMs by slow HCI can
qualitatively be understood as a consequence of the multiple
neutralization and de-excitation processes taking place when
a slow HCI approaches a surface (see, e.g., Refs. 32–35 and
references therein). Many electrons from the target are
transferred into highly excited states of the projectile
(“hollow-atom” formation), and subsequently emitted via
auto-ionization and other Auger processes.32 Remaining
unbalanced holes cause structural weakening of the target.
The Auger decay of the hollow atom leads to the emission of
electrons with low to intermediate energies up to a few hun-
dred eV.32,33 Part of the ion’s potential energy stored in the
incoming HCI will thus be deposited in the form of many
holes and electron-hole pairs in the CNM.

FIG. 3. Evolution of pore diameters in CNMs induced by slow HCIs as a
function of ion potential energy: The pore diameter increases from threshold
charge state (Xe25!), to highest available charge state (Xe40!) when the ki-
netic energy of the ions is left constant (40 keV). TEM images of single
pores for these cases are displayed to illustrate the observed size increase.

FIG. 2. Pores in CNMs imaged with different microscopy techniques after irradiation with slow highly charged ions; (a) HIM image of pores induced by
Xe40! (Ekin # 180 keV) ions. (b) HIM image, Xe40! (Ekin# 4 keV). (c) TEM overview image, Xe40! (Ekin# 180 keV). (d) TEM image, Xe40! (Ekin# 40 keV).
(e) and (f) SEM images, Xe40! (Ekin# 12 keV). (g) AFM amplitude image, Xe35! (Ekin# 12 keV). (h) AFM height image (zoomed in from (g)). While the
TEM images pores as bright spots, with all other techniques (HIM, SEM, and AFM), they appear as dark spots.
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For charge states below but close to the determined thresh-
old of 25! (Epot# 8.1 keV), e.g., Xe21!, even at kinetic ener-
gies (Ekin# 94 keV, dE/dx# 2.45 keV/nm) close to the nuclear
stopping power maximum (Ekin# 160 keV and dE/dx
# 2.95 keV/nm) derived from stopping and range of ions in
matter (SRIM)36 calculations, no pores have been observed af-
ter irradiation. Besides this fact, the time for the ion to pass the
membrane in our experiments is between 2 fs (highest kinetic
energy of 180keV) and 14 fs (lowest kinetic energy of
3.3 keV), which is lower than the neutralization time for HCIs
in carbon materials of ca. 10 fs.33 For the presented potential
energy series at a fixed kinetic energy of 40 keV (see, Fig. 3),
ions require only 4 fs for passage through the membrane. Addi-
tional interaction processes will take place well before contact
and after exiting the membrane, as predicted by the “classical
over-the-barrier model,”37 but the ion will remain far from
neutral. This leads to the conclusion that the potential energy is
(especially for short times) only partially deposited in the ma-
terial and also the electronic stopping power might be signifi-
cantly higher than the average value taken from SRIM, since
SRIM uses the equilibrium charge state (neutral in the
employed Ekin regime), but the actual charge state remains far
from equilibrium within the CNM. The influence of varying ki-
netic energies, which is still subject to discussion, might be
strongly connected to this effect of partial potential energy
deposition and enhanced electronic stopping in the far-from-
equilibrium-regime. The kinetic energy of the projectile further
determines the depth within which the de-excitation of the pro-
jectile is completed. Simulations on CaF2 calculate this depth
to "1 nm for 150 q eV (# 4.5 keV for q# 30) and to "4 nm
for 10 q keV (# 300 keV for q# 30) Xeq! projectiles (see, Fig.
4 of Ref. 18). In regions where the ionization density exceeds a
certain critical value (threshold), fragments of the membrane
are no longer bound and can be ejected or desorbed from the
target surface.17,23

We consider two theoretical models for pore formation
in the CNMs: Coulomb explosion,38 i.e., kinetic energy
transfer to target atoms after the explosion of an area
strongly depleted of charge as a result of electron emission
processes, could play a role in our experiments, although it
has been ruled out as a mechanism for electronic sputtering
for Xe charge states below 25.35 As of now, however, it was
not possible to analyze ejected fragments of the membrane.
A considerable yield of charged fragments would be a strong
indication for Coulomb explosion. Second, sputtering by
intense, ultrafast electronic excitations is considered. This
model was originally developed to describe structural insta-
bilities in covalent solids due to the creation of a dense
electron-hole plasma induced by femtosecond laser irradia-
tion,39,40 but has also shown validity in slow HCI ion surface
interaction.41 Structural instabilities arise directly from the
promotion of electrons from the bonding valence band state
to an anti-bonding state in the conduction band. Each
electron-hole excitation causes a repulsive force between
atoms33 and can eventually result in material rupture.

In summary, we have shown that 1 nm thick CNMs are
susceptible to damage creation by individual slow HCI.
Impacts of Xeq! ions in charge states q % 25 induce nano-
scopic pores in the membranes, which have been imaged by
a multitude of high resolution imaging techniques. Pores

with diameters ranging from 30 nm down to only 3 nm have
been observed and analyzed. For a fixed impact energy, the
pore diameter increases with the potential energy of the HCI.
The dependence of the pore size on the kinetic energy of the
incident ions is still subject to studies and discussions.

While, in this work, we have focused mainly on the gen-
eral aspects of pore production with slow HCI and possible
imaging techniques, we are convinced that the continued
work on this subject in the near future will lead to (a) a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms and (b) adapta-
ble pore sizes, which can be fine-tuned by ion beam parame-
ters. Once this knowledge has been established, CNMs
treated with slow HCI might become of interest for use as
nanosieves in a broad range of scientific applications. Nano-
pores formed in conducting CNMs3 might also hold promise
for studies on DNA translocation42 and sequencing.
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